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Abstract 
Many organizations seek to implement Service-Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) to support and manage dynamic business processes, but 
companies often struggle when those processes are document-centric. 
The problem with documents in the context of dynamic business 
processes is that documents are inherently static by nature. 
JustSystems has addressed the issues surrounding static documents in 
the dynamic process context with their XMetaL content creation solution 
and xfy document-centric application development platform. Through 
the use of these tools, organizations can create and leverage dynamic 
documents that exhibit application functionality as needed, enabling the 
full participation of dynamic documents in Service-Oriented business 
process workflows. 
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The Context for Documents in SOA 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an approach to organizing IT resources into flexible, 
loosely coupled Services that organizations can leverage to create and implement agile 
business processes. A key part of this agility depends upon the ability to consume such 
Services in a flexible way, where the business is able to meet its changing needs without 
restrictions from the technology. As a result, the consuming applications that organizations 
leverage to get the full benefit of SOA extend well beyond the browser into whatever form 
factor or format is appropriate to the business need at hand. 

One critically important form factor for consuming Services is the document. Unlike traditional 
browser-based or desktop business applications, documents are persistent and self-
contained. They contain their own context and they correlate disparate pieces of information 
into usable knowledge. On the other hand, traditional business applications provide an ever-
changing view into whatever a user wants to see at a particular point in time. There’s no 
expectation that two views of an application interface will be the same, while two views of the 
same document will always be identical. 

The challenge organizations face, however, is the role of documents in business processes. 
Clearly, many business processes are document-centric, and involve the use and movement 
of persistent documents. In other cases, business processes are application-centric, where 
the information that participants in the process interact with is expected to change over time. 
Organizations struggle, therefore, when their document-centric processes require changing 
information or application functionality within the document during the course of the process. 
For example, a technical manual contains information that requires the context and the 
persistence of a document, but such documents are subject to near-constant change, and the 
cost of putting inaccurate or out of date information in the hands of the end consumer can be 
prohibitively high, requiring expensive rework which leads to delays, noncompliance with 
regulations, or business failures. 

Basing dynamic documents on a structured, self-describing data format like XML is the first 
step in resolving such issues. In fact, XML-based structured authoring has become a central 
mechanism for organizations to more rapidly propagate change among otherwise 
unstructured documents. But data that originate in such structured forms have no native 
connection to the documents themselves as they change during the course of the process. As 
a result, people copy and paste data into documents, leading to immediate branching and 
data obsolescence issues. Instead, structured data in documents require a direct and 
persistent link to their native source in order maintain their status as accurate and 
authoritative information within the organization. 

Solving the Dynamic Document Problem 

To solve the twin problems of the creation of structured documents as well as the 
management of dynamic documents within business processes is Japan-based JustSystems. 
JustSystems is a global software provider with a three-decade history of innovation in office 
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productivity, information management, and consumer and enterprise software. JustSystems 
has over 2,500 customers worldwide and annual revenues over $110M, and is executing on 
a global expansion strategy that includes the launch of its xfy enterprise software offering and 
XMetaL content lifecycle solution. 

JustSystems leverages many years of research in natural language processing technologies 
for various Japanese language applications, and in 2004, rolled out their xfy technology, 
which allows the integrating and viewing of multiple XML vocabularies. Then in 2006, they 
launched the xfy product and also acquired the well-established XMetaL XML-based authoring 
and content collaboration software. 

XMetaL is XML-based software for structured authoring and content collaboration. This tool 
brings structure and automation to organizations who are struggling with high volumes of 
valuable unstructured and semistructured content. XMetaL enables content creators to 
create, collaborate, and reuse information in various languages and formats, and doesn’t 
require XML knowledge from its users. 

xfy is an XML-based application development platform that unifies data from any XML source, 
allowing users to connect and visualize business critical information in the form of dynamic 
documents that leverage Services as part of SOA implementations, as well as numerous other 
structured and unstructured data sources. xfy allows various people in different roles within 
the organization to combine, view, and analyze information from disparate sources using a 
simple, sophisticated, and dynamic interface. 

People interact with xfy-based interfaces as they would any document, by making inline edits, 
annotations, comments, etc. Individuals can also initiate a workflow process or act on a step 
in an existing workflow. People can also e-mail attachments, or review, approve, and update 
changes. Furthermore, they can interact with a document as though it were a traditional 
business application, by invoking queries, executing transactions, or performing  calculations 
against a backend data sources, for example. Sometimes xfy-based documents persist as 
dynamic entities, constantly changing and allowing for change. In other instances, 
organizations will limit this interactivity to the document creation process, bringing together 
data and content with the explicit goal of creating a static artifact. An illustration of how 
XMetaL and xfy can support dynamic documents that lead to the convergence of document 
and application characteristics is in the figure below: 

Convergence of Applications and Documents with XMetaL and xfy 

 
Source: JustSystems 
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JustSystems XMetaL and xfy Features 
 

XMetaL and xfy 

Overview:  

XMetaL is a structured authoring and content collaboration solution 
that enables organizations to manage semistructured and 
unstructured data in a metadata-rich XML environment. xfy is an XML-
based application development platform that enables organizations to 
leverage dynamic documents as the core paradigm for dynamic 
document-centric processes. 

XMetaL Features:  

 XMetaL Author – Enables the creation of valid XML content 
using Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA) or other 
XML architectures 

 XMetaL for EMC Documentum – Creates XML content within 
the Documentum enterprise content management system 

 XMAX – Creates valid XML content in either an embedded 
interface within a content management system, Web browser 
or other application interface 

 XMetaL Reviewer – Enables collaboration and provides 
feedback to authors 

 XMetaL Developer – Customizes XMetaL Author to meet 
individual needs 

xfy Features:  

 Personalization – Personalize information based on individual 
roles and information requirements 

 Simplified presentation -- Presents complex process-oriented 
information in a simple graphical format 

Value Proposition: 

 Improves the accuracy of information sharing  

 Enables collaboration across document-centric business 
processes 

 Gain rapid time to value for complex, dynamic documents 

 Empowers business users to take control of document-centric 
processes 

 Provides greater insight and understanding with visually rich 
user experiences 
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The ZapThink Take 

The power of the dynamic document concept from JustSystems as well as other vendors in 
this market in conjunction with SOA could potentially disrupt both the document publishing 
and the application development space. Because many business processes require the 
persistence and context of a document and the dynamism and interactivity of a business 
application, the combination of XMetaL and xfy from JustSystems can enable structured data 
to merge with unstructured content as part of a unified, dynamic document. For document-
centric processes, therefore,  the document becomes the new application context. 
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About ZapThink, LLC 

ZapThink is an Enterprise Architecture (EA) strategy advisory firm. As a recognized authority and 
master of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and EA, ZapThink provides its audience of IT 
practitioners, consultants, and technology vendors with practical advice, guidance, education, and 
mentorship solutions that assist companies in leveraging SOA to meet their business needs and 
presenting viable SOA solutions to the market. We provide this audience a clear roadmap for 
standards-based, loosely coupled distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the 
agile business. 

ZapThink provides IT practitioners strategic insight and practical guidance for addressing critical 
agility and change management issues leveraging the latest EA and SOA best practices. ZapThink 
helps these customers put EA and SOA into practice in a rational, well-paced, and best practices-
driven manner and helps to validate or recover architecture initiatives that may be heading down 
an unknown or incorrect path. ZapThink assists with solution vendor, technology, and consultant 
selection based on in-depth, objective evaluation of the capabilities, strengths, and applicability of 
the solutions to meet customer needs as they relate to EA initiatives and as they map against 
emerging best practices. ZapThink enhances its customer’s skills by providing education, 
credentialing, and training to EAs to develop their skills as architects. 

ZapThink helps to augment consulting firms’ EA offerings and intellectual property by providing 
guidance on emerging best practices and access to information that supports those practices. 
ZapThink provides frameworks for product-based consulting based on ZapThink insight and 
research, such as SOA Implementation Roadmap guidance, Governance Framework development, 
and SOA Assessments, and provides a means to endorse and validate consulting firm offerings. 
ZapThink also accelerates consulting firms’ efforts to attract, retain, and enhance the skills of EA 
and SOA talent by providing education and skills development 

For solutions vendors, ZapThink provides retained advisory for guidance on product strategy, as 
well as marketing, visibility, and third-party endorsement benefits through its marketing activities, 
lead generation activities, and subscription services. ZapThink enables vendors to leverage 
ZapThink knowledge to transform their offerings in a cost-effective manner.  

ZapThink’s Managing Partners are widely regarded as the “go to advisors” and leading experts on 
SOA, EA, and Enterprise Web 2.0 by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their candid, 
insightful opinions, they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at conferences and 
industry events around the world. They are among the most quoted experts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many emerging 
businesses. Its Managing Partners have worked at such firms as IDC, Saga Software, Mercator 
Software, marchFIRST, and ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for 
standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to better 
understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
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